SEVEN different award types; INCREASED Junior Faculty FUNDING; NEW Mid-Career Bridge Funding; Med Resident and Student Awards

www.gi.org/research-awards

Grant System Opens: September 8, 2020
Deadline: December 4, 2020

Read the Grant Flyer, FAQs, or visit the webpage for the RFAs.

The Premier GI Clinical Meeting & Postgraduate Course

Now Featuring an ALL Access Pass!
Visit http://acgmeetings.gi.org/ to Register!
Introducing
AJG Social Media Editor and
New @AmJGastro Twitter Feed
Walter W. Chan, MD, MPH, FACG
Now follow AJG! @AmJGastro

All attendees will be muted and
will remain in Listen Only Mode.

Type your questions here so
that the moderator can see
them. Not all questions will be
answered but we will get to
as many as possible.
How to Receive CME and MOC Points

LIVE VIRTUAL GRAND ROUNDS WEBINAR
ACG will send a link to a CME & MOC evaluation to all attendees on the live webinar.

ABIM Board Certified physicians need to complete their MOC activities by December 31, 2020 in order for the MOC points to count toward any MOC requirements that are due by the end of the year. No MOC credit may be awarded after March 1, 2021 for this activity.

MOC QUESTION
If you plan to claim MOC Points for this activity, you will be asked to: Please list specific changes you will make in your practice as a result of the information you received from this activity.

Include specific strategies or changes that you plan to implement. THESE ANSWERS WILL BE REVIEWED.
Disclosures:

• There are no relevant financial disclosures for this activity
Introducing AJG Social Media Editor and New @AmJGastro Twitter Feed

Walter W. Chan, MD, MPH, FACG

Now follow AJG! @AmJGastro
I want to be a published author.

Where should I start? How did you get started in your publishing career?

How do I pick the right journal for my manuscript?

What is important when assessing a journal?
That author guide is really long!

What are the most important rules to follow when submitting a manuscript?

What types of submissions do AJG, CTG, and ACGCR look for?

What are the primary aims and scope for each journal?
What is open access?

What are the benefits to readers?

Why are there author charges?

I submitted my paper 2 days ago!

Why do I not have a decision yet?

Or, what happens between submission and decision?
My submission was rejected.

What do I do now?

I think the editors made a mistake on my paper.

How do I appeal the decision?
What makes a good peer review?

How can I become involved in the process?